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ASD-10QR Smoke Alarm 
Wirelessly connectable 10-year smoke detector 
 

Brief user protocol 
 

1. This detector has a fixed battery, it can NOT be removed. 
Only attach the smoke detector with the supplied adhesive strip or 
mounting material. 

 

2. Activate: Activate the smoke detector within 14 months of the production date. 
Place detector on base plate; turn clockwise till "click"; a three beep sound will  
indicate activation of the smoke alarm; test the alarm: press 5 sec test button 
The pulsating test alarm sound stops automatically 

 

3. Normal situation: Red LED flashes 1x per 4-5 minutes. 
 

4. Important: Regular maintenance!! 
1 x vacuuming every month at the openings of the smoke detector + 

1 x per month for about 5 sec. pressing the test button 
[Not necessary to retrieve the detector from the ceiling] 

 

5. Signals: 

Sound signal: Red LED: Function: 

No signal Flashes every 

320 sec. 
Standby mode 

Periodical automatic self-diagnostics  

Long pulsating sound Flashes every 

0.5 sec. 
Alarm status 

Long lingering sound Non 1 of the interconnected smoke alarms are in alarm 

1 short signal every 40 sec. Non Low battery signal. The smoke alarm needs to be replaced. 

2 short signals every 4 hour Non Low battery signal in one of the interconnected smoke alarms. This smoke alarm 

needs to be replaced. 

3 short signals every 40 

sec. 
Non 

Fault/ smoke chamber contamination 

No signal Flashes every 

0.5 sec. 
The smoke chamber has been abruptly contaminated and needs to be cleaned. 

No signal Flashes every  

10 sec. 
HUSH mode  (Alarm muting, sensitivity reduction) 

Long pulsating sound while  

pressing the test button. 
Flashes every 

0.5 sec. 
Test mode: De smoke alarm is operates correctly. All interconnected and installed to 

the base smoke alarms will go to Remote Alarm status in  10 - 30 sec.   

3 short signals while 

pressing  

the test button. 

Flashes every   

3 sec. De smoke alarm does not operate correctly and needs to be replaced. 

• When the ASD-10QR is removed from the base (disconnected) after detecting a problem, it gives the sound that belongs to the 

detected problem. 

• The remaining connected ASD-QR smoke alarms will sound two beeps on disconnection (removal from base), up to 4 hours after 

removal of the ASD-10QR with a battery empty indication. 

 
6. Important: Please read supplied instructions for additional information. 


